Effective Immediately

Coding Resources Change in Multiple Manuals

The following provider manuals have historically listed resources available in the commercial marketplace for coding assistance:

- General
- Physician (until the manual is updated, the link will be disabled)
- Nutrition
- Optometric and Eyeglasses
- Orientation and Mobility
- Private Duty Nursing

The State of Montana, Department of Health and Human Services, does not endorse any specific commercial resource. The references to these resources will be removed from these manuals and replaced with the following:

“Various newsletters and other coding resources are available in the commercial marketplace.”

Contact Information

For additional information, contact Montana Provider Relations at (800) 624-3958 or (406) 442-1837 or email MTPRHelpdesk@conduent.com.

Visit the Montana Healthcare Programs Provider Information website at www.medicaidprovider.mt.gov.